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One of the important goals in teaching
university students is to help shape their
professional views and outlook. According-
ly, one of the primary aims of university
faculty is to do their best through lectures
and seminars to prepare students for their
future professional work. Such is the
traditional attitude in the system of higher
education. More often than not our students
learn only to passively reproduce other
people’s “wise ideas” and memorize facts.
Much less time in professional training is
allocated to their creative activities within
educational contexts. However, it is this
aspect of professional preparation that
should lay an important foundation for their
active participation in their future work-
place. A proactive and creative approach is
especially crucial in the work of those
teachers who tutor children with learning
difficulties and disabilities. Our Remedial
Pedagogy Institute of the Samara State
Pedagogical University prepares specialists
in this particular sphere.

Posing questions of varying complexity,
designing tasks, developing the basics of
research and design skills—this is only a
partial list of the many capacities we strive
to develop in our students.

We realize that an important principle of
higher-education instruction is achieving
coherence between students’ learning and
scholarly activities. We need to spur students’
interest in research and give them the experi-
ence of participating in a joint project. One
good way to do this is to organize a group
session at which students create a model of a
textbook for future students, based on one of
our course topics. We took this idea from
Games—learning, teaching, leisure (Petrusin-

Active Learning Through
the Creation of a Textbook

sky, 1994, p. 22). Unfortunately, the authors
do not give a detailed description of the
suggested strategy, so what follows is my
own elaboration.

In this article I would like to share my
experience of implementing this idea within
the course titled Pedagogical approaches
for teaching children with intellectual
disabilities (a third-year class for students
specializing in the teaching of such stu-
dents). The theme of the session was
Methods for teaching children with intellec-
tual disabilities.

The combination of this theme and the
format I chose for working with students
were called forth by several factors. Devis-
ing a model of a textbook allows students to
carry out an analysis of quite a few general
pedagogical sources connected with the
topic and to get acquainted with different
definitions of such constructs as teaching
method and instructional strategy. It enables
students to consider different classifications
of teaching methods, to synthesize this
material, and to develop a structural design.
But the main reason for choosing such a
task is that, while analyzing materials on
general pedagogy, students can come to
realize the remedial nature of methods used
in working with children with intellectual
disabilities. Also they learn how to apply
individual instructional strategies. Unfortu-
nately, in the sources available on the topic,
this kind of information is missing or insuffi-
cient. However, group work and other
opportunities presented
by the RWCT allow students to elaborate on
the theme, take necessary notes, and form
independent conclusions. This instructional
approach highlights active learning and
critical thinking and incorporates the ERR
framework (Evocation—Realization-of-
meaning—Reflection) for instructional
design (Steele, Temple, and Meredith, 1997).

Besides, our experience shows that the
topic Methods for teaching children with
intellectual disabilities is difficult for
students, since they consider it too “theoreti-
cal” and tiresome, if not boring. The chosen
format of the session makes it possible for
us not only to reach the stated goals, but
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also to overcome the seeming tedium of this
important theme.

The primary objectives of the profes-
sor in offering this activity may be subdi-
vided into:
    Instructional objectives, which include

brushing up the background knowledge
on the topic gathered from literature in
general pedagogy, and forming ideas of
specifics in using teaching methods at a
remedial school.

    Educational objectives, which imply
forming active learning skills and the
ability to acquire knowledge on a topic
independently.

    Developmental objectives, which
include supporting the skills for creating
written text, fostering the ability to
work independently and in groups,
developing critical thinking, encouraging
imagination, and improving communica-
tion skills.
The materials we used were a selection of

various textbooks, items from textbooks
connected with the topic, paper, felt-tip pens
and markers, scissors, and glue.

The duration of such a session depends
on the amount of educational material to be
studied and the difficulty of the topic. In our
case the session lasted four academic hours
(spread over two class periods) because the
project required a lengthy period of serious
work with textual materials.

Evocation stage: Students’ interest in the
problem is activated.

At the outset of the session I announce:
“Now we are going to write a textbook
called Methods for teaching children with
intellectual disabilities, and the challenge
we are facing is connected with making it
really helpful for and appealing to the
students who may use your textbooks in the
future.”

For a start we review together what the
function of a textbook is, try to produce a

definition, and list the components of the
book—cover, table of contents, introduction,
conclusion, the main body of the textbook
including sections, chapters, and paragraphs,
the questions and assignments following each
unit, appendices, and the bibliography. While
doing this we brush up the students’ knowl-
edge of the theme Methods for remediation:
A textbook as teaching tool. First we work
individually, then in various-sized groups (it is
possible to work in pairs and then switch to
groups of three or four). We discuss whatev-
er results we have come to, evaluate their
appropriateness and appeal, and start draw-
ing up a uniform table of contents for the
future textbook.

Realization-of-meaning stage: Active
practical work related to the theme).

We examine a number of textbooks
brought to the session by the professor
(textbooks may be of any kind, from school or
college). We check whether the definition of a
textbook developed earlier matches the reality,
and whether we were correct in defining the
components of a textbook. We enlarge the list
if necessary.

Then we work together on compiling
the contents of the textbook devoted to the
chosen topic (using textbooks on general
and remedial pedagogy, materials taken
from Defectology journal, and course
lectures). Some of the necessary materials
are supplied by the teacher, others by the
students (their home assignment is to select
such materials).

With this spadework completed, we are
ready to pass on to the creative stage. At this
point it is necessary to get back to the goals
of the session: we are creating a textbook/
guidebook for students who will later study
this topic. Special attention has to be drawn
to the sections connected with the applica-
tion of various methods for teaching children
with intellectual disabilities. Students should
understand that these points should be
described in the most detail.

To make our work more effective we
divide into groups—in accordance with the
number of sections in the textbook we are
developing. Communication among the
groups should be maintained, since a textbook
is a single whole. Therefore the desks in the
classroom need to be arranged to accommo-
date the number of the groups and placed to
facilitate communication among the authors.

 The professor may choose to to assign
students to particular groups, taking into
account their readiness for this particular
task, as well as their level of knowledge and
activity. An effective group is one that
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fosters mutual enrichment, with no one
bored or idle. A small group (two or three
people) is selected for writing an introduc-
tion and a conclusion; there also should be a
small group of artists and designers (three at
most) to elaborate charts, tables, graphs, and
the cover of the textbook to the authors’
specifications.

The largest group of authors will write
the text and think of supplementary assign-
ments. This last group is divided into
subgroups corresponding to the number of
chapters in the textbook (the number of
students in each subgroup depends on the
scope and complexity of the work awaiting
them). Some people are responsible for the
text, others for questions and assignments.
It is also necessary to form a small group
(two people is usually enough) responsible
for appendices.

The difficulties of the work depend on
the concrete assignment of each group. For
example, often those responsible for ques-
tions and assignments do not see the differ-
ence between those two terms. Additional
work with the literature brought to class is
usually helpful: students search for examples
of questions and assignments in other
textbooks. Another useful kind of work is
the creation of two indexes: Questions and
Assignments which could include a list of
interrogative words, a list of possible assign-
ments, and also brief implementation instruc-
tions. Those who are responsible for the
introduction and the conclusion are likely to
face their own difficulties. Until now the
majority of students may simply have
skipped these sections in textbooks, without
knowing what is typically written in them.
However, when they become authors and
compilers, their attitude toward all compo-
nents of educational literature obviously
changes. Beginning authors may also fail to
understand the function and possible content
of an appendix; they may regard it as simply
another boring addition. They can’t even
imagine that an appendix may contain CD-

ROMs or video materials with recordings of
lesson segments or whole lessons to be used
for analyzing teaching methods. To help
expand the possibilities, the professor’s
leading questions and additional explanations
are needed.

The stage of compiling the text is the
most time consuming. During this stage
students use all available literature and the
professor’s help, and then discuss the
results. They make clippings, use the glue,
write their own text for the missing parts
and logical links between the parts, make
tables, and give examples of possible appen-
dices. The professor also works actively and
intensely, mainly at the job of facilitating.
The professor moves around all the time—
asking questions, answering students’
questions, providing examples, showing
how a problem that has arisen is solved in
available textbooks, helping to design tables,
etc. The main difficulty here lies in combin-
ing several roles: that of an organizer of the
process, an active participant, and a de-
tached observer of each student throughout
the session.

One more important aspect is assessment
and evaluation. Whenever possible, the
professor should try to reach a fair and
objective opinion of the quantity and quality
of the work done by each student. Howev-
er, this is not all. The teacher needs to
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  Fig. 1     Evaluation of work done by  students of group  ____  at the lesson on the theme_________

Activity Quality of the
resulting group
product

Participation
 in group
discussion

Participation
 in group
presentation

Independence

Evaluation criteriaStudent’s name
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track the degree of activity of each student
at this session as compared with the
previous one, as well as the number and
quality of the questions asked by the
student, the amount of help rendered to the
student, the level of the student’s indepen-
dence in performing tasks and, certainly,
the textual material resulting from the
work. In other words, it is not only the end
products that are to be analyzed and
evaluated, but also the formation of skills
necessary for further study and work.

In the psychological and pedagogical
literature devoted to critical thinking
(Halpern, 1996; Klooster, 2001), the follow-
ing criteria for the evaluation of changes
occurring through the development of
critical thinking are put forward:
 Independence of thinking;
 Ability to search for and comprehend the

necessary information;
 Ability to set problems and formulate

questions;
 Ability to provide convincing arguments

for defending one’s point of view;
 Ability to participate in productive group

work.
Using this list (and proceeding from the

nature and results of the students’ activity
during the lessons), the professor develops
an evaluation sheet, which in our case
usually looks like Fig.1 on p. 29.

In filling out the form it is possible to use
traditional grading (5, 10, or 100 points) or
any other system. The main thing is “to
trace the steady positive development of
each student” (Zair-Bek, 2001, p. 41). To
facilitate this evaluation, the professor
records all his or her relevant observations
in written form. This catches the dynamics
of students’ skills in working with the text
during several successive sessions. Without
such records the teacher sometimes fails to
evaluate objectively even one student’s
progress, while the use of such records

authors briefly retell the texts of separate
units. Questions and assignments are usually
read in full as these elements need to be
thoroughly considered. We listen to a
question, decide whether its wording is
correct, whether it is answerable, how
difficult or simple it is, and whether it is a
closed-type question with one definite
answer or an open-ended one requiring a
creative approach and a search for additional
information. Then we read the full text of
the conclusion, and present possible variants
of the appendices. After presentations by
each group, the other participants may ask
questions and express their opinions as to
what data or elements are missing and what
should be changed. The results of the group
work are discussed.

In terms of product, at the end of the
session we have a textbook on the topic
we are studying. The culmination is
usually the artists’ presentation as they
show the cover of the textbook, which
provides all the information concerning the
collective authors (such as “the collective
work of ... group”) and the publisher (a
publication of ... university). On the table
of contents page, all the authors’ names
are given next to the corresponding units,
as in a professional publication. Sometimes
a group asks permission to take their
textbook with them upon graduation from
the university. This provides powerful
evidence of the value they give to their
work and its results.

This part of the session invariably ends
with a burst of applause for the authors of
the textbook, i.e., for themselves.

Reflection stage: Evaluation of the students’
own activities).

At this stage students write a reflective
report on the session. This work can be
given as a homework assignment. The
report consists of two parts: subjective and
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makes it possible to fix param-
eters of growth for students
from several groups during the
whole course, or over several
years—even if they were
taught by different teachers
during this period.

Next, the groups make their
presentations, taking turns in
accordance with the structure
of the textbook. During this
closing stage of the work,
elements of reflection are
already present. First, the
students read aloud the full
text of the introduction; then
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objective. In the subjective, or emotional
part, students share their impressions as they
form and express their attitudes to this kind
of work; in the objective, or rational part
they sum up the results, try to realize wheth-
er they have coped with the tasks set, and
highlight the difficulties they have faced in
the course of work.

These reports show that most of the
students feel both exhausted and emotionally
satisfied after such sessions:

I am so tired! It is such pressure to work
throughout all the lesson, from beginning
to end!
I feel satisfied with the work we did, it
was a real pleasure!
I liked so to study in this way, but you can’t
make every lesson like that. It is too hard!
All participants enjoyed the cooperative

work, since it allowed them to know each
other better, to obtain new knowledge via
communication, and to get an idea of other
viewpoints on the problem:

It seems it turns out fine when we do
things together.
I liked the way N. performed the task. I
never expected her to be able to work like
this.
My friends have opened up unexpectedly,
they are able to do so much! I never knew!
Among the participants there will always

be students who are dissatisfied either with
the lesson, with their own work, with the
work of their group, or—quite often—with
the grade they get:

I am dissatisfied with myself. I failed to
think of interesting questions. I did not
like this lesson.
We could have made a better textbook if
we had used the allocated time correctly.
I think the group was wrong for me. If the
professor had assigned me to another
group, I would have performed better.
For us, students’ critical comments serve

as means of self-improvement and professional
growth. It is a stage of reflection not only for
the students, but for the instructors as well. It
is because of critical remarks that we make
changes in the lesson plans and in the contents
of the textbooks, and start to evaluate and
assess students’ work differently.

However, practically all the authors
agree that it is more useful to acquire
knowledge through writing a textbook than
to use class time to reproduce a unit read at
home.

The activity described above has been
used for six years as part of the course
entitled Pedagogical approaches in teaching
children with intellectual disabilities. The

main result of such sessions is a collective
product: a model of a textbook on the
chosen theme. Moreover, students who
study the theme “Methods for teaching
children with intellectual disabilities” in this
particular format do not as a rule experi-
ence any difficulties in dealing with this
theme on tests and examinations. They feel
confident with this material, giving detailed
answers to questions, and successfully
implementing practical tasks.

They also admit that this experience
helps them later to cope with difficult
questions in their research work and in
elaborating theoretical parts of their
course and degree projects. The experi-
ence gained during these lessons helps
them to work out plans of research, to
present the research successfully, to
formulate questionnaires for parents and
assignments for children in the practical
part of their research, and to consider in
advance the possible questions they may
be asked when defending their degree
projects.

We anticipate moving soon to the next
stage, developing electronic versions of
textbooks. This approach will probably
have even greater appeal for the students
and may encourage even more serious
work on the textual material, and provide
expanded opportunities for visual presenta-
tion. Thus, the presentation of the text-
books will look more impressive, and it will
be easier for us to demonstrate the results
of students’ work. Who knows, maybe one
day this will result in the publication of a
real textbook, which will subsequently be
used in other classes and courses. The
collaborative work on a textbook will result
in, and serve as evidence of, the mutual
enrichment of the active participants in the
process—students and their professors.
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